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We give a detailed description of the space-time behavior of the unitary 
propagator { (i(t, s); t, SE W} determined by the Schrodinger evolution equation 
ia,u=-jdu+E.~u+V(t,x)u,tEiW,~EjW", where E is a homogeneous electric 
field and V is a time-dependent potential. c I991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the Schrodinger evolution equation in the 
Hilbert space L* = L2(R”), n E N, 
if u(t) = (H, + V(t)) u(t), t E R, u(s) = 4, 
where H, is the closure of - $A + E. x on 9, A is the Laplacian, E E KY’, 
and V(t) is the operator of multiplication by a real function V(t, .) on R”. 
In the special case where n = 3, E # 0, V(t, x) = -Z /xl-’ with Z > 0, the 
total Hamiltonian describes the hydrogen Stark effect caused by a 
homogeneous electric field E [ 1, 12, 2.51. 
Concerning the existence of solutions to (*), Yajima [29] proved the 
following result (see also [28]): 
YAJIMA’S THEOREM. Suppose that 
for some p E [ 1, CC ) n (n/2, co). Then there is a unique unitary propagator 
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{ U(t, s); t, s E R} on L* such that for each 4 E L*, u(t) = U( t, s) IJ~ satisfies 
(*) in X2 for ax. tE R with 
uEC([W;L*)nLf~~([W;L2P’(P-‘)), 
a,24 E L;,,(R; X-2). 
Here we have denoted by Xk, k E Z, the Hilbert spaces 
and by (/.[I the L*-norm. 
Our main purpose in this paper is to describe the space-time behavior of 
the propagator { U(t, s)} in terms of the weighted Sobolev spaces H”,“, 
m, s E R, defined by 
H m,s= {ljkYy IIl+II,,.y= (i(l+ Ixl2)“‘*(Q -d)“‘*$II <co}. 
In order to state our results, we introduce the following definition and 
assumptions. 
DEFINITION. Let kENu(O} and PE[l,co)n(n/2,co). For a real 
function W on R! x KY, we say that the condition ( W),,, holds if and only 
if for all ICX = jdk 
ag: WE Lz;‘+-n)(R; LP”)) + L;,,(R; L”), 
where p(O) = p; p(j) = np/(n + jp) when n > 2j + 2, j > 1; p(j) is a suitable 
number greater than max(np/(n + jp), 2p/(p + 1)) when n = 2j + 1, j > 1; 
p(j)=2p/(p+l) when n<2j,j>l. 
Assumption (A)k, k> 1. There is a number PE [l, co)n (n/2, co) such 
that ( Qk holds. 
Assumption (B)k, k > 2. (1) There is a number p E [ 1, co) n (n/2, co) 
such that (I’),-,,,, (x.VP’)~-~,~, and (a,V)kP2,, hold. 
(2) For any O<j<k-2 there is a number q(j)E[2, co)n 
(n/(j+ 2), co) such that for all ICI\ = j 
a; VE C(R; LY”‘) + C(R; L”). 
We prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let k3 1 and let V satisfy (A)k. Then: 
(1) For any t, s E R, U( t, s) maps Hk3’ continuously into Hk”. 
Moreover, the map R* x Hk,’ 3 ((t, s), 4) H U(t, s) 4 E Hk*’ is continuous. 
580/97/2-2 
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(2) For any t, s E [w, U(t, s) maps Xi continuously into ;ci”k. Moreover, 
themap rW2x~~3((t,.~),~)HU(t,S)~E~~ iscontinuous. 
COROLLARY 1. Let V satisfy (A)k for all k 3 1. Then: 
(1) For any t, s E aB, U( t, s) maps H”,’ continuously into H”.‘, where 
H X.0 =nkal Hk.0 and Ha,0 IS topologized as projective limit. Moreover, the 
map [w2 x Hmlo 3 ((t, s), 4) I--, U(t, s) 4 E H”,’ is continuous. 
(2) For any t, s E Iw, U(t, s) maps ,Y continuously into Y. Moreover, 
the map Iw* x 9 3 ((t, s), 4) H U(t, s) 4 E Y is continuous. 
THEOREM 2. Let k> 1 (respectively kg2) and let V satisfy (A)k 
(respectively (B)k). Then: 
(1) For any t #s, U(t, s) maps Ho.k continuously into Hk’ Pk. 
Moreover, the map DxH”,k3((t,s),d)++U(t,s)dEHk’Pk is continuous, 
where D= {(t, s)eIW2; t#s}. 
(2) For any $E H”xk, lim II-~1-0 tltt-dk ~(t>s)~/~k,--k=O~ 
(3) For any t #s, U(t, s) maps H”,k continuously into Lp for all p 
such that 2<p<cc (n<2k--1); 2~~~00 (n=2k); 2<p<2n/(n-2k) 
(n32k+ 1). 
COROLLARY 2. Let V satisfy (A)k far all k 3 1. Then for any t #s, 
U(t, s) maps Ho,” continuously into C”, where Ho,” = oka1 Ho,k and 
Ho,” is topologized as projective limit. Moreover, the map D x Ho,= 3 
((t, s), 4) ++ U( t, s) q5 E Cm is continuous. 
Remark 1. Part (1) of Theorem 1 shows that the usual Sobolev spaces 
HkZo, k E N, are invariant under U(t, s) and that the kinetic energy of the 
wavefunction U(t, s) d is locally bounded in time. It should be remarked 
that the boundedness of the kinetic energy is no longer true when E #O or 
V is not time independent (see Bellisard [2] and Huang and Lavine [ 131). 
Remark 2. Part (2) of Theorem 1 shows that the regularity and decay 
properties of functions are invariant under U(t, s). This describes the 
motion of quantum particles with finite velocities. There are related results 
by Hunziker [14], Radin and Simon [23], and Ozawa [20] in the special 
case where E = 0 and V is time independent. 
Remark 3. Theorem 2 shows that the propagator U(t, s) improves the 
regularity, at least locally in space, of the initial state d at time s even when 
V and 4 have local singularities. This property is called “smoothing effect” 
or “regularizing effect,” and has been proved in various function spaces (see 
Constantin and Saut [3], Hayashi, Nakamitsu, and Tsutsumi [6, 71, 
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Hayashi and Ozawa [8, 10, 111, Jensen [ 151, Kato [16], Nakamitsu 
[18], Ozawa [19,20], Ponce [22], Yajima [28,29], Yamazaki [30]). 
The formulation of the smoothing effect in terms of the weighted Sobolev 
spaces was first established by Jensen in [15], where E = 0 and the 
boundedness of the derivatives of time-independent potentials were 
assumed. 
Remark 4. As a typical example of time-independent singular poten- 
tials, we consider 
V1(t, x) = i zj Ix- y,(t)1 -y’, 
j=l 
where Zj~ R, yj > 0, yj~ C’(R; IV). If we make a one-body approximation 
of a multi (N + 1 )-particle system and assume that N particles move along 
the given classical trajectories yj(t), 1 < j < N, acting on only one quantum 
particle through Coulomb-type forces, then the motion of that one particle 
is governed by the time-dependent potential V, (see Wiiller [26] and 
Yajima [27]). Let y = maxr G jGN yj and let n 2 2. Then Assumption (A)k is 
satisfied if 0 < y < min(2, n/2 - k + 1) and n 2 2k - 1. Assumption (B)k 
is satisfied if 0 < y < min(2, n/2-k + 2), n > 2k - 3, and k 2 2. Therefore 
the conclusions of Theorem 2 hold in the following cases: (1) 0 < y < 
min(2, n/2), k 6 2, n 3 2; and (2) O<y<min(2,n/2-k+2), ka3, 
n 3 2k - 3. There are related results by Hayashi and Ozawa [S-l 11, Ozawa 
[20,21], Wiiller [26], and Yajima [27,28], in the case E= 0. 
In order to obtain more precise estimates of the propagator in the 
weighted Sobolev spaces, we introduce the following assumption. 
Assumption (C),, k b 1. For any 0 d j 6 k, there is a number r(j) such 
that r(O)~[l,co]n(n/2, co], r(j)~[2,co]n(n/j, co] for jai, and 
8: VE L”(R; L’(j)) + L”(R; L”) for all [cl1 = j< k. 
We set a(k)=max,GjGk n/( jr(j)). Note that 0 da(k) < 1 and that 
Assumption (C), is stronger than Assumption (A)k 
THEOREM 3. Let k > 1 and let V satisfy (C),. Then there is a constant 
C(k) such that 
II UC4 s) dll k,,,<C(k)(l + It--lk”lpo(k))) lIdll,c,o 
for all t, s E [w, 4 E Hkxo, (1.1) 
lIIu(t,S)~Illk~C(k)(l+It-sl 
42-dk))l(l -4kH) ~l~dlll~ 
for all t, s E [w, (h 6 xk, (1.2) 
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IIU(t,s)~ll,,~,~C(k)(lf-sl -k+If--.Sjk’(’ u’k”) ll&l(),/, 
,forull t#s,qb~H”.~. (1.3 
Remark 5. When r(j) = CC for all 1 <j< k, estimates (1.1) (1.2) (1.3 
become 
II~(r,s)~ll,,,<C(k)(l + It-$1”) lldllm, (1.4) 
lII~(t,~)~IIlk~C(k)(l + It-~l~~) lllc4lI~, (1.5) 
IIu(t,S)~IIk,~~k~C(k)(It-SI~k+ It-d”) lidtlo,kr (1.6) 
respectively. When E = 0 and I’ is time independent, (1.6) reduces to the 
same estimates as that of Jensen [ 151. In this case it was observed in [ 151 
that the exponent -k of It - SI ~’ is optimal. Professor Jensen informed the 
author that the argument in [15] is applicable to the Hamiltonian 
H = - $A + xf + V(x), 0 < L d 1. When E = 0 and V is time independent, 
the growth rate as t -+ cc of (1.1 )-( 1.6) can be improved. See Ozawa 
[ 20, 2 1 ] for details. 
When E #O, (1.4))(1.6) are optimal with respect to the growth rate as 
t + * co. In fact, we have: 
THEOREM 4. Let k 3 1 and let V = 0. Then: 
(1) For any q5EHk,‘, 
,,pli~_ If-4 pk IIVh 3) $llk,o= IElk IMI. 
(2) For any cjE%k, 
(1.7) 
,,/~, It--l-2k iiU(t, S)#ll0,k=(lEl/2)~ lid/l. (1.8) 
(3) For any 4~ H”.k, 
(1.9) 
Remark 6. Since the norm ~l~$jl~k,s=&=k /l~%+Il~,~+ ll$iio,.s is an 
equivalent norm on Hk,” if k E N, s E IF8 (see Triebel [24]), it follows from 
(1.9) that there is a constant c(k) such that 
c(k)-’ lElk /I#jlo,-k< liminf It--s/m.k IIU(t,s)d/Ik,.~k 
/I-SI + a 
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The proofs of Theorems 14, given below, are based on various proper- 
ties of the free propagator U(t) = exp( - itH,). We have a factorization (see 
also Avron and Herbst [ 1 ] and Hayashi and Ozawa [9]) 
U(t) =exp( -i(t3/24) IEI’) S(t) D(t) FS(t), t #O, (1.10) 
where 
(S(t)$)(x)=exp(ijx12/2t-i(t/2)E.x)Il/(x), 
(D(t) $)(x1 = (it)-“” bwt), 
(F+)(x)= (2~))“” S exp( -ix.v) $(y) dy. 
Therefore we have the Lp’ - Lp estimate 
IIVt) 11/ll,G (271 4rS(p) IIIclllP~~ (1.11) 
where 2 < p d 00, 6(p) = n/2 - n/p, l/p’ + l/p = 1. Our argument uses space- 
time estimates for the free propagator U(t) (see Lemma 2.1 below). These 
estimates are well known in the case E = 0 (see Ginibre and Velo [S], 
Kato [16], Yajima [28]), but the proof depends only on the estimate 
(1.11). We also make use of the following operators. 
J(t) = U(t) xU( - t) = (J1(t), . ..) J,(t)), J,(t)=J(t-S), 
IJI” (t)= U(t) Mm U(-t), m Z 0, IJ,I”(t)= IJI” (t-s), 
K,(t)= IJ,12 (t)+2(t-s)2 L, L=id,+iA-E.x. 
The following relations will be used frequently in the sequel. 
U(t)VU(-t)=V+itE, 
J(t)=x+itV-(t2/2)E=S(t)(itV)S(-t), 
(JI’(t)=Ixl*-2tA-t2A-t2E.x-it3E.V+(t4/4)IE12 
=S(t)(-t’A)S(-t), A = (1/2i)(x. v + v. x), 
K,(t)=~~l~-2(t-.s)A+2i(t-s)~d,-3(t-s)~E~x 
-i(t-s)3 E.V+((t~s)~/4) IE12, 
[J,(t), Ll = 0, [K,(t), L] = -4i(t -s) L, 
where [ ., .] denotes the commutator. 
Throughout the paper we use the following notations. 
a,= a/at; ak denotes the distributional derivative with respect to the 
kth coordinate; A =C;t-=, 8:; x= (x,, . . . . x,), V= d = (a,, . . . . a,); for a 
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multi-index CI, we set 3% = n;l=, a;i, xz = JJ;=, ~;k, J”(r) = n; =, Z?(t), 
/c(l =c;_l [xk, a!=n;=, a,!, (;;)=a!/B!(a-b)!, [sll = ([a,], . . . . Cr,lh 
where [s] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to a real number 
S; 8’ = x0 = Jo = II ; * denotes the convolution in R”; 9’ denotes the space 
of rapidly decreasing C”-functions from R” to @; Y’ denotes the dual of 
Y; Lp denotes the Lebesgue space Lp( Rn) or Lp( UT’) @ a3”, with the norm 
lI.llp> lQpd=; II~II=II~ll~; (.,.I d enotes the L*-scalar product; C(Z; F) 
(respectively CJZ; F)) denotes the space of strongly (respectively, weakly) 
continuous functions from an interval Zc R to a Frechet space F; Ck(Z; F) 
denotes the space of k-times continuously differentiable functions from I to 
E;; L’(Z; B) (respectively Lf,,(Z; B)) denotes the space of measurable func- 
tions u from Z to a Banach space B such that Ilu( .)lis~ L’(Z) (respectively 
Ilu( .)/is E LfJZ)), 1 6 8 < co; Ly,‘(Z) = L’(Z; Ly) with the norm denoted by 
Ill . lIlq,B;I; O(4) = W(q). 
Different positive constants might be denoted by the same letter C, and 
if necessary, by C( ., . . . . .) in order to indicate the dependence on the quan- 
tities appearing in parentheses. A function, its value at a point, and the 
multiplication operator by that function might be denoted by the same 
symbol when this causes no confusion. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect some basic results needed in the sequel. We 
denote by G,, the integral operator 
(G,,u)(t)= [’ U(r - T) U(T) dz, to, t E R. 
For an interval Zc R and q satisfying 0 d 6(q) < 1, we denote by X,(Z) the 
Banach space 
X,(Z) = (u E C(Z; L2) n L++J)(Z); 
Ill 4/I q(I)= l/l4ll2,m;l+ lll4ll,&/):,< 4. 
For a compact interval [to -a, to + a] with a > 0, we may abbreviate 
X,(Cto-a, to+~l) by X,(to;a). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let to E R, a > 0, and I= [to - a, to + a]. Let q and 6 satisfy 
0 < 6(q) < 1 and 0 = 8(q). Then there is a constant Co independent of to and 
a such that 
Ill u. 1 4lll X,(R) G co 11411, @EL*, (2.1) 
IIIGt,4l q(f) Q co lll4ll2,1;1~ u E L2,‘(Z), (2.2) 
IIlG,,~lll q(I) G co I11~Illy’*8~;,~ u E L”,B’(Z). (2.3) 
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Proof: The proof is the same as that of Ginibre and Velo [S] and 
Yajima [28], since it relies only on the Lp’ - Lp estimate (1.11). Q.E.D. 
In order to obtain various a priori estimates for solutions to (**), we use 
a regularization procedure. We consider the integral equation associated 
with (**) 
u(t)=u(t-S)&ijrU(t-i) V(z)u(t)dz (*) s 
and its regularized equation 
~,~(t)= U(t-s) c,3,- if U(t-r) Ve,j(z) u,,~(T) dz. 
s 
(#I 
Here 4, E Y (E > 0) tends to d as E + 0 in the sense specified later and Ve,j 
(s>O,j~ N) is defined as 
where i,(t) = ~~‘[(s-lt), pi(x) =jnp(jx) with nonnegative functions 
[&r(R), p&~(R”) satisfying supp cc [ - l,l], supp pc {XE R”; 1x1< l}, 
jFJ=jrd=l. 
By a result of Yajima [29], for any 4 E L2, s E IL!, and T> 0, (*) 
has a unique solution u E X&s; T), where q = 2p/(p - 1). For WE 
L~$‘2pPn)(R; Lp) + L:,,,(lR; L”) with p E [I, co) n (n/2, co) and a compact 
interval Zc R. we set 
~WI=WIIIW(‘)III p,2p/(2p--n);l+ Ill W(2)IIIm,l;,; w= w”‘+ w’2’j. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that VE L~$‘2pP”‘(iR; Lp) + L:,,(R; L”) for some 
pE [l, co)n(n/2, co). Let q=2p/(p- 1). Let deL2 and let ~,EY satisfy 
4, --f 4 in L2 as E + 0. Let u be the solution of (*). Then: 
(1) Forany&>OandjEN,(#)hasauniquesolutionu,,j~C1([W;Y). 
Moreover, u,, j satisfies 
i~“e.,(t)=(H,+ v6,,(t))uc,j(t), fE[W, uc,j(s) = 4.2. (#?+I 
(2) For any T> 0, there are constants C(T), Ed > 0 such that for any 
c E (0, E=] and jE N 
1llUE.j III x,(s;T) G C(T) 114, II. 
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(3) For uny T>O, 
Proof: We decompose V= I”‘)+ I”” with V”)E Lfii’2” “‘(R; L”), 
Vc2’ E L:,,(lR; L”). Let V,., = I’:,‘; + I’!“,! be the associated regularization. 
Part (1) follows from a result of Yajima [29], since IJ’,~ E C “( R x R”) and 
~‘V,,,E C(R; L”) for all multi-index CI. Let T>O. There is a constant 
E~E(O, 11 such that 
COC~1[to--2&r,10+2C,]~ i forall ~,E[s--T,s+T], (2.4) 
where Co is as in Lemma 2.1. The solution u,,) of (# ) satisfies 
~,,j(t) = u(t - to) u.s,j(to) - i(Gr, vt;.,u,:,i)(t). 
By Lemma 2.1, Holder’s inequality, and (2.5), we have 
IIl”6, j //I X&l) d cO ll"6,,(tO)ll + cOlive,~l, /Il”e, j lllX,(I)~ 
where I= [to - a, to + a], a > 0. By a simple calculation, 
Cv.5,jlI~ CYI[~~-~-~,~IJ+(I+C~~ 
so that by (2.4) and (2.6), 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
III us, j Ill x,(to;cr) 6 2co II%,j(~O)ll (2.7) 
for any EE (0, ~~1, Jo N, &E [s- T, s + T]. In particular, 
/II%,, Ill X&&T) 6 2co lld, l/v (2.8 1 
l/l"c.,j IllX,(s +/ET;c~) G 2c0 II”E, jls + zET)Il (2.9) 
for any IE Z such that )/&,I d T. Combining (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain 
part (2). We turn to part (3). We write 
(uc,j- u)(t) = u(t- to)(ue,j- u)(~o) - i(Gt, ‘c,i(u,,j- u))(t) 
-i(Gt”(VE,j- V u)(t). 
In the same way, 
III%,, - ulll x,(r,;c,) G 2c0 lI~,,j(~O) - 4fo)ll 
+ 2co Ill e,‘) - V(1)lllp,r;Cro--Ey,fO+E7, Il1411Xq(tO;E~-l 
+2co lw~f;- ~‘2~~~ll12,,;~t,--,,,r,+~,,~ (2.10) 
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where r=2p/(2p-n). If we can show that for any --oO<a<b<m, 
(2.11) 
lim lim III (VL;j - V29 u/II 2, , Ca,bl = 0, (2.12) E-r0 j-cc 
then part (3) will follow from (2.10) in the same way as in the proof of 
part (2). We have 
ll(Vkfj- Vcl’)(t)llpGJ‘R i,(t-s) IIPj* J’(‘)(S)- ‘(‘)(~)llpds 
+ j i(s) (I V”‘(t + ES) - V(l)(t)l(, ds 
R 
and therefore 
11) Vi:) - v(‘)lllp,r;[o,b] G IllPj *v(‘)- V(‘)lllp,r;[a-E,h+E] 
+ jR t-6) (jab II 
w 
W)(t + ES) - V’(t)ll; dr 
> 
ds. 
This proves (2.11). Since V:‘(t) E L”, it follows from Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem that for any t E [a, b] 
lim II( Vb2’(t))u(t)ll =0 
j- 00 
and hence 
lim l[l( VC2!-- YC2)) uII( &I I: -0 j - a 2.1,Ca.bl - . 
On the other hand, we have 
IlIt v:2’ - yc2)) ulll 2,,;[u,b, 
II(V’2’(t+m)- V(‘)(t))u(t)ll dt ds 
b l~Vc2)(t+m)u(t+~s)- V”‘(t)u(t)ll dt ds 
+.i 
b+e 
II f’(“(~)ll cc dz . sup lb(t) - 4z)ll -0 as E --* 0. (1-e II-TlG.5 
This proves (2.12). Q.E.D. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
For m E N, q satisfying 0 6 b(q) < 1, and an interval I= [to-u, t, + ~1, 
t,~ 58, a >O, we denote by XT(Z), Y;(Z), and Z:(Z) the Banach spaces 
x;(z) = xpt,; a) = { C’E X,(Z); Pu E X,(Z) for all 1x1 6 m}, 
Y;(z) = rp,; a) = {v E X,(Z); xzu E X,(Z) for all 1~~1 6 m}, 
Z;(Z) = Z;(t,; a) = {v E X,(Z); J:v E X,(Z) for all /CC/ Gm}, 
respectively, where (J’v)(t)=J;(t)u(t)=J”(t-s)u(t). The associated 
norms are defined by 
For a compact interval Zc (w and any real function W satisfying (A),, we 
set 
(IWlktl= 1 inf{III W~)lllp~lll).r;,+ III W~*)lII,,,;,; d”W= WY)+ W?> 
lxl<k 
Here and in the sequel we set r = 2p/(2p - n). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ka 1. Let W satisfy (A), and let q= 2p/(p- 1). Let 
I= [to-a, t, + a], t, E R, a > 0. Then: 
(1) There are constants C> 0 and 2, E [0, 1) independent of to and a 
such that for any v E X:(Z), 
(2) There are constants C > 0 and II, E [0, 1) independent of t, and a 
such that for any u E Y:(Z), 
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(3) There are constants C> 0 and 1, E [IO, 1) independent of t, and a 
such that for any v E Z:(I), 
G CC Wk;l 
( 
c IIIJ;4ll X,(I) 
IYI =k 
+ 111 (T - dk Ulll q,j)” 111 (T - sJk VIII ;$. 
Proof. We decompose PW= W’,‘)+ Wf) with W’,‘)EL~,(R;L~(‘~‘)), 
W~‘EL~,,,(R; L”). Let f3=0(q). Note that 6(q)=n/2p< 1. By Lemma2.1 
and Holder’s inequality 
iiiG,,a~w. a44 xqc,J G co III wh’)aW qz,er;,+ co iii w?ap~~l~2,1~, 
G co 11lw2) III~~,~,).~;, llW~~l~ li(l ~ l/y- Ilp(lal)~,o;I 
+ co III w9ll m,l;f W4112,m;I. (3.1) 
We estimate the above norms of 8% by using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg 
inequality [4]. If n > 2 Ial + 2, we have 1 - l/q - l/p( Ial) = (n - lcll q)/nq 
>O and 
liaBV(T)li nq,(nplElq)< c ,,Ek Ihw%,+ lb(r)iiq)a’ /IV(T)II:-a’y 
( 
(3.2) 
where a,=(lal +I/?l)/k. If n=2 (al +I, we have l-l/q-l/p(lal)= 
(P+ 1)/2~- l/p(bl)>O and 
iiaawl l/(1 ~ l/q- lip(laI)) 
6 c ,y;k iiaywiq+ b(~)ilv>.* IIv(T)II:-~~~ 
( 
(3.3) 
where a,=a+(l-a)\fl\/k with a=(n/lcx\)(l/p((a()-l/p)<l. If n<2(a(, 
we have 1 -l/q- l/p(lal)=O and 
where a3=ii+(1-ii) Ipl/k with d=n/lal q<2/q<l. By Holder’s 
inequality and (3.2)-(3.4), we obtain 
IlVWil l,cl- I,q- ,,p~,a,)~,e;l~ c 1 iiidy4iiy,B;, > (3.5) IYI <k 
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for some p E [0, 1). Similarly, 
Ill a’% //I 2,x.,G c c 
! 
lllaiUlll,.,., 
I;,\ s k > 
p ~//~~l/l :. ,p, (3.6) 
for some ji E [0, 1). Part (1) now follows from (3.1) and (3.5))(3.6). We 
turn to part (2). By Lemma 2.1 and Holder’s inequality, 
I)/ G,,a”W. x”Pul/ &/(I) d co Ill wh” lllp,,l,).r:I lllXP~r411 l/(1 I,‘l-~ liPllal)).~l.l 
+ co Ill ~?lll m,l;, lll~pwll,,d. (3.7) 
We estimate the above norms of xBaru by using Lin’s inequality [17]. If 
1222 Ial +2, we have 
<c (3.8) 
where a,=(k- lc(( + IpI - Irl)/k~ [0, 1). If n=2 lcll + 1, we have 
iwawi l/(1 ~ l,y Ijp(lzl)) 
wherea,=(k-l+2(~(+(BI-(y/-2n/q-n/p((a())/2k~[O,l).Tfn~2I~l, 
we have 
IlxPaw)ii r*. d c (3.10) 
where a6 = (k + IpI - Iyl - n/q)/2k E [0, 1). On the other hand, 
Ilxl-aytwi,dc 
i 
(3.11) 
where a7 = (k + IpI - jul)/Zk E [0, 1). Part (2) then follows from (3.7))(3.11) 
and Holder’s inequality. It remains to prove part (3). Let tl and B satisfy 
Ic1+ PI = k and IBI <k - 1. It suffices to prove 
lIl(~ - SY” JNII l/(1 ~ l/y- l/p(\al)).8;1 
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for some ,u, fl E [0, 1). The first inequality follows if we replace v(z) 
by S( -(z -s)) V(Z) in (3.2)-(3.4) and use J:(T) = S(T - s)(i(z -s) 8)Y 
S( - (z - s)). The second inequality follows similarly. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let k > 1 and let V satisfy (A)k. Let q = 2p/(p - 1). 
(1) Let dEHk,’ and let 4, satisfy q5, + 0 in Hkxo as E + 0. Let u,,~ he 
the solution of ( # ) given by Lemma 2.2. Then for any T> 0 there are 
constants C(T), &T > 0 such that for any E E (0, Ed] and jE N 
(2) Let Q E Sk and let 4, satisfy 4, --t Q in Xk as E + 0. Let u,,~ be as 
in part (1). Then for any T > 0 there are constants C(T), Ed > 0 such that for 
any E E (0, Ed] andje N 
(3) Let #E Ho,’ and let 4, satisfy 4, + 4 in Ho,k as E -+ 0. Let u,,~ be 
as in part (1). Then for any T > 0 there are constants C(T), ET > 0 such that 
for any EE(O,E~] andjeN 
Proof: Let lcll <k. By (2.5), 
~%,j(t)= 1 ; 0 (-i(t- to) E)fl U(t- to) ~z-%E,j(tO) B<a 
s I -i V- 5) V,,,(r) a%,j(4 dT 10 
f x tll-Pl-r 
s 
U(t-z)(--)‘aYV~,j(5).a11-‘~,,j(Z)dz, 
10 
where we have used PU(t) = U(t)(i? - it@“. Let T> 0 and let ET be as in 
(2.4). By Lemma 2.1 and part ( 1) of Lemma 3.1, 
III aru,,j Ill X,(I) G C \l”,,, (tO)ll k,Cl 
+ C(T)C V]k,7 1llUB.j III ‘$,,, II1uc.i Illk:fl (3.12) 
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for any EE(O,E~], .~EN, ~,E[s-T,s+T], where Z=[~,-E~., t,,+~~], 
I= [to - 2E,, t, + 2ET], and i, E [0, 1). By (3.12) and part (2) of 
Lemma 2.2, 
III u,, , III Xt(~,r:~) 6 C(T)(Ildc II + lI”t:, j(tO)llk,O)r (3.13) 
where C(T) is independent of E E (0, cT] and j E N. Part ( 1) now follows 
from (3.13) in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Using x’U(f) = 
U( t)(x - ita - ( t2/2) E)” and 
(x _ ifa)% = el l-d*Pr(ita)~ e -I bl’!Z~ 
we have by (2.5) 
X%,,j(t)= c a fj p 2- I+ i+YI a<2 ( )( 6 p y! (Be&)! (---w a 1 B<‘a 
Y G 18/21 
X(-i)li-B+;~I (t-to) 12% -e-p+71 U(t- to) XB--2YpBu,,j(to) 
-i 
s 
’ U(t--7) V,,,(z)x3u,,,(z)dz 
4 
x 
I 
’ U(r-z)(-z)‘x”~*‘a3i-B(VE.jUE,,)dT. 
10 
By Lemma 2.1, Lin’s inequality [17], and part (2) of Lemma 3.1, 
+ c(T)c Vlk:i( II/Q IIt xi(,) + III%,, /I/ Y$,#* II/%,, ItI ii;; 
(3.14) 
for any EE(O,E~], HEN, t,~ [s- T,s+ T], where I= [t,-sE,, t,+s,], 
?= [to-2.s., t,+ 2~~1, and ,12~ [0, 1). Summing both sides of (3.14) over 
101) 6 k, adding )(Iu,,~(II e(,) to both sides of the resulting inequality, and 
using part (2) of Lemma 2.2 and part (1) of the lemma, we obtain 
Ill u,, j Ill X);(IO;E~) + ~l”.z, i 111 Y$Q;cT) G C(T)(I14clIk,0+ IIIUe,j(tO)lllk)~ 
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which implies part (2) in the same way as above. It remains to prove 
part (3). It suffices to prove 
1 IIK%,j III X&T) d C(T) IliE II0.k. (3.15) 
Ial =k 
Let 1~1 =k. By (2.5), 
x(J,“ue,j)(7)d7-i 1 1’ U(t-7) 
PSU to 
x ((47 -s) a)‘-’ f’c,,(7))(JzU,j)(7) d7. 
By Lemma 2.1 and part (3) of Lemma 3.1, 
lllJ~u~,jlIIXq(I) 1 <c II(J~u,j)(tO)ll + c(T)[vlk;~ 
( 
23 
x 1 IllJ,“ue, j Ill Xq(l) + III C7 - S)k u,, j III Xq(l) 
IYI = k 
x Ill t7 - S)k u.e, j Ill ki;j (3.16) 
for any EE(O,E~], HEN, &,E[s-T,s+T], where Z=[t,-cE,,tO+sTl, 
?= [to-2&T, 1, + 2&T], and &E [0, 1). By (3.16) and part (2) of 
Lemma 2.2, 
1 lllJ~U~,jlllX~(l~;~~)~ , (3.17) 
Ictl=k 
<C(T) lIdelI +, zk IIWe,,)(h)ll 
( a > 
where C(T) is independent of E E (0, sT] and j E N. In the same way as 
before, (3.17) leads to (3.15). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let ka 1 and let V satisfy (A)k. Let q= 2p/(p- 1). 
(1) Let 4, d,, u,, j be as in part (1) of Lemma 3.2. Let u be the solution 
of (*). Then for any T > 0, we have u E Xi(s; T), 
lblii,$,;~, < C(T) Ibfllk,O, (3.18) 
;y jl)nm III ue, j - 2.4 III~l;(~: T) = 0. (3.19) 
(2) Let 4, $,, u,,~ be as in part (2) of Lemma 3.2. Let u be the solution 
of (*). Then for any T> 0, we have u E Yi(s; T), 
IlId Y$;T) d ctT) Ilidlllk> (3.20) 
FnJ jl{; Ill%,, - ulll Y);(s:T) = 0. (3.21) 
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(3) Let ~5, #,, u,,, be us in part (3) of Lemma 3.2. Let u be the solution 
of (*). Then ,for any T> 0, we hcrve u E Z);(s; T), 
lII~lllz~(.,:r, G C(T) ll~ll0.k~ (3.22) 
(3.23) 
ProoJ Let T> 0. By part (3) of Lemma 2.2, part (1) of Lemma 3.2, 
and a standard compactness argument, we conclude that 
~%~L~~~([.~-7’,s+T])nL~~~([~-7’,.s+T])forall Icrldkand 
Moreover, we see from (3.24) that u E C,(R; Hk,‘) since u E C([w; L’). In 
the same way as in the proof of part (1) of Lemma 3.1, it follows that for 
any lal Gk, 
iY( V . u) E Ly,O( [s - T, s + T]) + L’,“( [s - T, s + T]) (3.25) 
and in particular, a’( V. U) E L’( [s - T, s + T]; H - ‘3’). This gives 
q U(t-z) V(z)u(z)dz 
= i‘ ’ U(t-z)(d-i(t-t)Ey(V(z)u(z))dT, 10 
where the integrals are the Bochner integrals in H -‘,O. Therefore 
Pu(t)= u(t-t,)(a-i(t-t,)E)lu(to) 
-i I f U(t-T)(d-i(t-t)E)“(V(t)u(z))dz, (3.26) 10 
which makes sense in HP’,‘. Moreover, Lemma 2.1 and (3.25) show that 
the R.H.S. of (3.26) is in X:(x; T). We have thus proved that u E X:(8; T). 
In the same way as in the proof of part (3) of Lemma 2.2, (3.19) follows 
from Lemma 2.1, part (1) of Lemma 3.1, (3.26), and part (3) of Lemma 2.2. 
Parts (2) and (3) follows analogously. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let ka 2 and let V satisfy (B)k. Let q=2p/(p- 1). Let q, 
4, b,, u,,/ be as in part (3) of Lemma 3.2. Let u be the solution of (*). Then: 
(1) For any T > 0 there are constants C(T), Ed > 0 such that for any 
EE(O,E~] andjEN 
1II~,u,,lll~~2,,;.,~C(T) iI#eliO,k. (3.27) 
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(2) For any T>O, we have K,u~Zky-*(s; T), 
/llK4ll zk,-2(s;T)G C(T) Ildllcw 
lim lim III~,~,,, - K4ll +2(s;7-) =0. 
8’0 j-m 
(3) For any (a( <k, we have J~uEC([W; L*). For any T>O, 
lllJ~~ll12,a;[s-T,s+ 7.1 d C(T) IldllO,b (3.30) Y 
Ial <k 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
lim lim E'O j--us , Fk JJlJ~U,,j-J~UIJ12,0cl:Cs-T,s+T7=0' (3.31) 
Lx< 
Proof: We have 
(LK,U,,j)(t)= (K,Lu,j)(t)+4i(t-s)(Lu,,i)(t) 
=(K,V,ju,j)(t)+4i(t-s)(',,jU,j)(r) 
= (V,,,K,",j)(t)+i(t-s)(MV,.i)(t) uc,j(t)3 
where 
(MV,,i)(f)=4V,,j(t)+2x.VV,j(z) 
+2(t-s)d,I/,j(t)-(t-S)2E.VV,,,(t). 
Therefore u,,~ satisfies 
(K3u,j)(t)= u(t-tO)(KSu,j)(tO) 
+ 1’ U(t-~)(~-ss)(MV,,j)(z) u,,j(T) dz. 
Q 
(3.32) 
By a simple calculation, 
+ jRpj(x-Y) Sw~S,(r-r)y.VY(r,y)dr dy, > 
580/97/2-3 
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where p(y) = y ‘VP(~), and therefore 
C-x V v,:, ,I rro Cl >.. fg+ ‘,I G Cl Cl rru (I 8:. r,, + 0 + J1 
+ CX . V VI Ito LI f:, r,, + (I + i1 (3.33) 
for any t,~ R and a, E>O. Let T>O and let cT be as in (2.4). By (3.32), 
(3.33), Lemma 2.1, and part (3) of Lemma 3.1 with k = 1, 
IIIKsU, j III x,,(I) d C II(K.su,:,j)(t~)ll 
+ C(mCu,-+ cx.vff17+ Cd, w lIl~,.jIllxq(/) 
+ C(T)CU,;i 1 IIIJk,/IIx,(,) (3.34) 
IYl G 1 
for any E E (0, E,],~E N, t, E [s - T, s + T], where I= [to - cT, t, + ~~1 and 
I”= [to - 2gT, t, + 2.~~1. By (3.34) and part (3) of Lemma 3.2, 
IllKu,,, Ill xq(rO;q) ~C(TWI/ + llW.~,~)(~o)llL 
where C(T) is independent of E E (0, Ed] and j E N. In the same way as 
before, this implies 
Ill~~~,,~lll~~~~:r,d~~~~ II ,IIo,z. (3.35) 
Let 1~11 = k - 2. By (3.32), 
(J:Ksu,j)(t) = Ut- 64J,“Ku,,j)(bJ 
-i I ’ U(t--T) ?‘E~j(z)J,IKsu,;,j(~) dt 10 
+c ; ’ U(t-z)(r-s) 
/7<% 0, ro 
x ((47 -3) ~3)‘~~ IW’,,~(T)) J”u,~(T) d7. (3.36) 
By (3.36), Lemma 2.1, and part (3) of Lemma 3.1, 
lllJ,“Ksu.s, j Ill xv(I) 
G C III(J,“Ksu,j)(to)ll + C(T)CV,-Z;T 
X 
( 
C IIIJ~K~~~,jlIl~q~,~+ III(~-s)~K~u,,~IIIx,(I) ’ 
ly’I=k-2 > 
X lll(~~~)kK~~~,jIIl~~~~~+C(T)([~l~-~;~+ [X.VVI~-Z;T 
+ CatVlk-2;7) 1 ~IIJ~uz,jIl~Xy(ll (3.37) 
Iyl <k-2 
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for any EE(O,+], j~kJ, ~,E[s-T,s+T], where I=[tO-sT,fO+eT], 
7= [t,-2.s,, t,+ 2~1, and 1~ [0, 1). By (3.35) (3.37), and part (3) of 
Lemma 3.2, 
+ C II(JZKsue,j)(tO)ll 12
Ixi=k-2 
where C(T) is independent of E E (0, sT] and Jo N. In the same way as 
before, this yields (3.27). By part (3) of Lemma 2.2, (3.27), and a standard 
compactness argument, we conclude that J,” K,u E Lqro( [s - T, s + T]) n 
L*+‘([s- T, s+ T]) for all (a( <k and that (3.28) holds. Moreover, (3.28) 
gives J,“K,u E CJR; L*). In the same way as in the derivation of (3.26), we 
obtain 
+ j’ U(t-z)(t-.s)(J;(MV.u))(z)dt, 
10 
(3.38) 
which in turn implies that J,* K,u E X&s; T). When k = 2, in the same way 
as in the proof of part (3) of Lemma 2.2, (3.29) follows from (3.30), (3.38) 
with a=O, Lemma2.1, part (3) of Lemma 3.1 with k= 1, and (3.23) with 
k= 1. When k > 3, (3.29) follows from (3.34), (3.38), Lemma 2.1, part (3) of 
Lemma 3.1 and (3.23) with k replaced by k - 1. We next prove that for any 
T> 0 there are constants C(T), Ed> 0 such that for any E E (0, sT] and 
jfzN 
1 III J,“U,j III z,cx,;cs- r,s+ TI G C(T) IId, iIO,k. (3.39) 
Ial <k 
We have for I/? =k-2 
(Jf’ lJsl* u.s,j)(t) 
=(J~K,u,j)(t)-2(t-s)2 C ($) ((i(f-3) a)‘-? v~,j)(t)(JZuz,,)(t). 
MB 
(3.40) 
By part (2) of Assumption (B)kr the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality [4], 
and the identity Jy( t) = S( t - s)( i( t - s) 13)y S( - (t - s)), 
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(3.41) 
where a=([~1 +n/q(Ip-yl))/k< 1. Noting that 2+ I/3--y/ -n/q(l/Gyl) 
> 0, we have by (3.40) and (3.41) 
c ll(J,“%,j)(f)ll G C(T) 1 IIv~KT~E,j)(~)ll + C(T) lIdelI, (3.42) 
lorl=k IBl=k-2 
where we have used Il~,,~(t)il = il#,jl and 
c-l c IIJ,“4 G c IlJf IJ,12~II GC 1 IK4. (3.43) 
1x1 =k lDl=k -2 lal=k 
By (3.42), (3.27), and part (3) of Lemma 3.2 with k replaced by k - 1, 
we obtain (3.39). A standard compactness argument shows that 
J,auEL2q+T,s+T]) f or any 1x1 <k and T> 0 and that (3.30) holds. 
Moreover, (3.30) implies J,“uG C,JR; L2), (~11 <k. It remains to prove 
(3.31). In view of (3.43) and (3.23) with k replaced by k- 1, it suffices to 
show 
lim lim 
E’O j-cc IIIJ! PSI2 u,,, -Jf IJs12~II/2.~:~.~~T,.s+T,=~. (3.44) IpI =k -2 
In the same way as in the proof of (3.42) and part (3) of Lemma 2.2, (3.44) 
follows from (3.40), (3.29), and (3.23) with k replaced by k - 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let I$ E Hk,’ and let u be the solution of (*). By 
the uniqueness of the solutions, we have u(t) = U( t, S) 4. Therefore, part ( 1) 
of Lemma 3.3 shows that for any 4~ Hk,’ and SE R, the map 
[W~~HU(~,S)~~EH k,” is continuous. Moreover, (3.18) implies 
sup 11 u(t, S) $iik,O Q C(T) ihiik,o, (3.45) 
/I/, IS c T 
since the constant in (3.18) can be chosen to be locally bounded with 
respect o S. In the same way as in [29], we see that for any 4 E Hkxo, the 
map R23(t,s)~U(f,s)q5~H k,” is continuous. Therefore it follows from 
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(3.45) that the map !X2 x Hk,’ 3 (( 1, s), 4) H U( t, s) 4 E Hk,’ is continuous. 
This proves part (1). Part (2) follows from (3.20) in the same way as above. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1, it 
follows from part (3) of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 that the map 
rw2xHo,k3((t,~),~)~Ja(f-~)U(t,~)~EL2 is continuous for all Icll<k. 
Part (1) now follows from Remark 6 and the identity 
(q-s) ay U(t, s) $25 
=c c c 
a! (-1)1X-8+rl 
2 ~ IY + PI IE”! 
/?<a r<[(a-p),2, B,+82=BY!(a-B-2Y)!81!82! 
x (i(t-S))‘y+2@1’ x=-fl-2yJy-.s) zqt, s) f$. (3.46) 
The R.H.S. of (3.46) is written as 
a! (_ l)l”-PI 
fi;. P (a-0 x “-“(P(t-s) U(t,$$-x~~) 
+c c c 
@! (- l)lr-B+YI 
DG= rGC(a-8Wl 81+82=8 y! (cl-/l-2?)! PI! p2! 
Iv+B11>1 
x2-I’+B’IE’Pl(j(~-s))lv+2PII x~-P-2rJB2(t-S) U(fJ)q$, 
which proves part (2). Part (3) follows from the Gagliardo-Nirenberg 
inequality [4] and the identity Jy(t - S) = S( t - s)(i(t - s) 8)’ S( - (t - s)). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 2. The proof is essentially the same as that of 
Ozawa [21], since it relies only on the continuity of the map 
[w2 x Ho,“ 3 ((t, s), 4) H .Y(t - S) U(t, s) 4 E L2 and the identity J’(t - S) = 
S(r-s)(i(t-s)ayS(-(t-s)). Q.E.D. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let CJ~ E Hkso and let 4, E 9’ satisfy 4, + 4 in Hk,’ as E + 0. Let u and u,, I 
be the solutions of (*) and ( # ), respectively. We set 
X(t)= 1 llaa~~,j(t)l12+ Il”e,j(t)l12~ 
1~. =k 
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We compute 
; X(r) = c A /1~%,,(~)112 ,,,:kdt 
= 2 C Im(zJ,d”u,, j(t), d’u,, j(t)) 
lz/=k 
=2 C Im((i8, + (l/2) A) Pu,,i(t), Pu,:,i(t)) 
lal=k 
=2 1 Im(P((E.x+ vc,j(r)) ue,j(t))t “u~,i(t)) 
Therefore 
+ ~lWy-j(?)~ a”u,j(t)ll) X(t)“‘. (4.1) 
By Assumption (C), and the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality [4], 
IldDu.5, j(tll + Ilax~ave,j(c) .aau.5,,(t)ll 
G c Ild’u,j(t)ll l/(1/2- l/p- l/p(/z-81)) + c Ila”u~,j(t)ll 
< c 114, 11(1 - IPi/k)(l -u(k)) qt)W)+ IBl(1 -4k))lkP 
+c lld,ll’- IPlik -q t)/8/!2k 
6 c ll$b, 11’ ~ b(k) X( qb(“)‘*, (4.2) 
where b(k) = 1 - l/k + a(k)/k. We note here that IW d 
u(k) + [/?I( 1 - a(k))/k d h(k) < 1. By (4.1) and (4.2), 
and therefore 
Integrating both sides of (4.3), we have 
(4.3) 
X(t)(‘-b(k))/2~<(S)(1~h(k))/2+ c it es1 I@, I/ 1 --b(k), 
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from which we obtain 
1 I/a"u6,j(t)ll Gctl + If-slk’(l-o(k))) lI4~llk,O~ 
Ia\ = k 
(4.4) 
Taking the limit in (4.4) and using (3.19), we obtain (1.1) since 
j/( 1 - a(j)) < k/( 1 - u(k)) for j < k. Let 4 E s$~ and let 4, E Y satisfy 4, + 4 
in Hk as E + 0. we set 
Y(t)= C llx’ue,j(t)l12+ IIU,j(t)ll. 
ImI =k 
We compute 
$ Y(t)=2 1 Im(Xai~l~e,j(~), Xaue,j(t)) 
Ial =k 
=2 C Im(x"(-(l/2) d”,j(t)), XSIUe,j(t)) 
lal=k 
=2 1 Im((VxX).Vu,j(t), Xaus,j(t)). 
1x1 =k 
(4.5) 
By Lin’s inequality [17], 
II(VX”) ‘V”,j(t)ll d c 1 IlaPu8,j(r)ll 
IBI =k > 
l/k 
(1 -- l/k)/2 Y(f) . (4.6) 
Combining (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6), we obtain 
I I $Y(l) <C(l+lt-sl W-u(W)) ~l~~l~;Ukg Y(~)‘-‘P 
and therefore 
1; Y(,)ll2kl <C(l + It-sl”(‘-“‘k”) ll~&~“,. (4.7) 
Integrating both sides of (4.7), we have 
Y( t)1’2k < Y(s)“2k +C(lt-sl + It--l (2-a(k))/(l -a(k))) 114, II;!;, 
from which we obtain 
c IIx%,,(t)ll < C(1 + It--s1 W--a(WW4k))) II~~~III~~ (4.8) 
1x1 =k 
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Taking the limit in (4.8) and using (3.21), we obtain (1.2) since 
j(2 - a(j))/( 1 - u(j)) < k(2 - a(k))/( 1 -u(k)) for ,j < k. Let 4 E Z?‘,” and let 
4, E Y satisfy 4,: -+ 4 in P” as c -+ 0. We set 
Z(f)= C ~IJ~U,,j(t)J12+ ll(t-s)k uG,j(r)ll” 
111 =k 
Let u,,~(~)=S(-(t-~))u,,~(t). Then 
We compute 
= 2 C Im(i~,Jlu,,(t), JTu,j(t)) 
Ial =k 
=2 C Im((ia,+(1/2)d-E.X)J,“u,j(t),J~u,,j(t)) 
Ixl=k 
=2 C WJ,“(V,,,(f) u,,,(f)), J:4,,(t)) 
1x1 = k 
=2 lt-s12k I 
a 
Ek Im(ax(vc,,j(t) u,,,(t))2 a’u,j(j)) 
=2 It--s12k 
X IIll(aapsVE,j(f) .aBo,j(t), azv,j(t)). (4.9) 
In the same way as in the derivation of (4.2), the R.H.S. of (4.9) is 
estimated by 
c It--sl*k 
( 
(1 +b(k”P 
C Ild”u~,j(f)l12 + IId, II2 
> 
114, II ’~ h(k’ 
1x1 =k 
= c (t--s(‘-4k)z(t)U +b(k’)P ~~~,(ll-b(k). (4.10) 
By (4.9) and (4.10), we have 
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and therefore 
f Z(t) (1 - b(k))/2 < c( 1 t _ so 1 -a(k) + 1 t _ so -4W) II~,II 1~ W). (4.11) 
Integrating both sides of (4.11), we have 
Z(t) (1 -Nk))/2 
<Z(s) (1--h(k))/2+c(It_S12--o(k)+It_S11~o(k)) ll~eII1-W), 
from which we obtain 
2 IIJ:u&j(t)ll 
lci =k 
dCiId,IiO,k+C(If-SI k(2-a(k))‘(1-a(k)+ It--slk) II~,II. (4.12) 
Taking the limit in (4.12) and using (3.23), we obtain 
,m;k IK4t)ll 
dC /l~l10,k+C(It-Slk(2--a(k))‘(l~~(k))+ It-slk) 11(ill, (4.13) 
since ,j(2 - a(j))/( 1 - a(j)) d k(2 - a(/~))/( 1 -a(k)) for j < k. By (4.13) and 
(3.461, 
It--lk 1 Ilaau(t)liO,-k 
lal <k 
<c(l + It_S(k(2-u(k))l(l~o(k)) 1 114110,k. 
By Remark 6 and (4.14), we have 
(4.14) 
<c(Jt--SI-k+ It--slk”‘-a(k))) ll(bllO,kr 
which is precisely (1.3). Q.E.D. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
It suffices to prove the theorem in the case s = 0, since U(t, S) = U( t - S) 
when V=O. Let c$EH~,‘. We have for lcll =j6k 
daU(t) d = U(t)(d - itE)” 4 = (-itE)” U(t) 4 
+c 
osa 0 
; (-itE)” U(t) amp8 q5, 
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which implies 
= lim (tl 
1 f1 + ,x, k ( i c i:>$ ,,c?“Lyt) q* 
/=l isl=!i 
= (, 
3 
;kzt.‘z llml12)“2= IW 11611. 
This proves part (1). Let CJ~ E Sk. We have for [cl1 = j 6 k 
x”U(r)q5= U(t)(x-it&(P/2) E)“q.h=(-(t2/2)E)’ U(r)cj 
which implies 
lim ItI 
111 - 3c 2k lI(1 + 142)k’2 u(t) dll 
= ,,p= ItI ~ )l” 
= , ,k+2kE2z 114112)“2= Wl/2)k lldll. 
1 
This proves part (2). Let 4~ H”,k. We have for (t~( = j< k 
ItI -jPU(t) (75 = c a! (- l)l~-P+;‘I 
Bsa i:a2Bl,2, ,,+~=,~!(a-II-Zr)!Bl!P2! 
Every term on the R.H.S. of the above equality tends to zero in Ho, -I as 
1 rI -+ co, except the term of PI = /I = CI with y = 0. Therefore 
=, f;_, (IEI/2)‘“’ /lBll~,-j=(~+~- ‘) (IJ~~/‘)‘II~IIo,-,~ 
Y. 
which implies (1.9). Q.E.D. 
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